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QUC-Tree: Integrating Query Context Information
for Efficient Music Retrieval
Jialie Shen, Member, IEEE, Dacheng Tao, Member, IEEE, and Xuelong Li, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel indexing
scheme—QUery Context tree (QUC-tree) to facilitate efficient
query sensitive music search under different query contexts.
Distinguished from the previous approaches, QUC-tree is a bal-
anced multiway tree structure, where each level represents the
data space at different dimensionality. Before the tree structure
construction, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied for
data analysis and transforming the raw composite features into a
new feature space sorted by the importance of acoustic features.
The PCA transformed data and reduced dimensions in the upper
levels can alleviate suffering from dimensionality curse. To accu-
rately mimic human perception, an extension called QUC -tree
is proposed, which further applies multivariate regression and
EM based algorithm to estimate the weight of each individual
feature. The comprehensive extensive experiments to evaluate
the proposed structures against state-of-art techniques based
on different datasets. The experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of our technique.
Index Terms—Indexing structure, KNN, music, QUC-tree, sim-
ilarity query.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE rapid growth and continued availability of music datahas created a number of new challenges in managing, ex-
ploring and retrieving music data with rich query expressions,
high accuracy and high efficiency. However, developing the
related searching techniques is still far behind the rapid growth
of music data available from different application domains.
Many of the existing music search engines can be applied the
text description to label data objects. The short annotation or
textual information are used for interpreting or indexing the
music objects. With this paradigm, their effectiveness heavily
depends on the success of text searching capability. However, as
manually text-labeling large music collections is an expensive
and time-consuming process, we have to resort to content-based
search when meaningful keywords are not available or incom-
plete. Thus search based on acoustic content is emerging as an
important approach for music information retrieval (MIR). The
related queries are essential in a situation where users cannot
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describe the queries of interest by keywords but rather would
like to query the music databases using acoustic property. Due
to the flexibility of content based approach, this paper focus the
schemes in this category.
1) Motivation: One of the most important functionalities for
music information systems is to store the music collections and
provide high quality query results to enable users to retrieve
music objects of interest under different query contexts. For ex-
ample, some users may want to search music collection based on
the emotion similarity. Other users might be more interested in
identifying all music items from database with similar melody
against the given example. However, it has been proven that cap-
turing those contextual information accurately and providing
high quality retrieval results in terms of efficiency, effective-
ness and salability over large scale of data collection are im-
portant but very challenging problems [1], [2]. The main obsta-
cles are as follows. As media data containing rich semantic in-
formation, there exists a wide variety of acoustic characteristic
within a music signal (e.g., timbre texture, harmony, rhythm
structure, melody and pitch). Therefore, by only considering a
single kind of acoustic feature, it is impossible to achieve ef-
fective music content representation for the retrieval purpose.
On the other side, the high dimensionality of composite fea-
ture1 can easily lead to inefficient query processing based on the
existing multidimensional indexing structure. Moreover, there
is a large semantic gap existing between high-level concepts
and low-level physical representation. This problem is associ-
ated with the human music cognition and perception process
of human beings. Recent studies in psychology and music per-
ception [4], [3], [5] support the belief that human beings per-
ceive music by combining diverse acoustics information via a
“nonlinear” way. This indicates assuming that different type of
acoustic characteristics contributes unequally in music recog-
nition under various search context. While there is a relatively
long history to develop multidimensional indexing techniques,
existing approaches are not designed to address both problems
in a proper way.
2) Contribution: Motivated by above concerns, this research
makes several unique contributions, which can be summarized
as below,
• A novel indexing framework is designed to address
the problem of query context integration with multiple
acoustic feature combination. Using CF tree [6], we de-
velop a multitier index structure, called QUery Context
tree (QUC-tree) to facilitate efficient content-based music
retrieval for various kinds of queries. Our approach can
effectively integrate query context to achieve high quality
1Feature vector contains information of more than one type of acoustic fea-
ture.
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SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
query results. To achieve better retrieval effectiveness, we
also extend the QUC-tree with feature weight tuning for
similarity measurement, which is called the QUC -tree.
To determine weight of individual feature in final distance
calculation, estimation schemes based on linear multi-
variate regression and Expectation Maximization (EM)
principle have been designed to combine query context
information more accurately.
• The extensive experiments have been carried out to validate
the performance of the QUC-tree and QUC -tree against
some existing index structures and MIR methods, such as
the IQ-tree [7], the M-tree [8], iDistance [9] and InMAF
[10]. At the same time, we also conduct empirical study on
the effects of PCA based data preprocessing. The results
demonstrate that our methods can handle KNN queries on
large music collections represented with acoustic features
more effectively in terms of accuracy, response time and
salability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
Section II, we review some background information and related
work about this study. Section III presents the architecture of
the proposed scheme. Section IV describes a performance study
and gives a detailed analysis of results. Finally, the article is
concluded in Section V with future work.
II. PRELIMINARY AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide some background information re-
lated to our proposed indexing framework.
A. Musical Information Retrieval
The technical development related to MIR encompasses
many different domains, including music processing, music
search and performance evaluation of music retrieval systems.
The limited space precludes us to provide a comprehensive
survey. Thus, we only give a coverage over systems/methods
related to music search and evaluation of music retrieval sys-
tems in this paper.
As the fundamental component of any MIR systems, how to
generate musical signature is very important and long-standing
research problem. Early research on related technique mainly
focused on the symbolic formats. Due to popularity of digital
format, automatic extraction of spectral features from raw
signal was emerging as an important paradigm for musical
signature construction. The most typical examples include
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), spectral cen-
troid, linear prediction coefficients, spectral flux, and so on. In
order to achieve comprehensive music modeling, the MARSYAS
was developed as an effective infrastructure [11]. In this frame-
work, a set of features is specifically developed to characterize
different acoustic properties of music signals, including timbral
texture, pitch content and rhythm content. In [12], Daubechies
Wavelet filter is used to compute Daubechies Coefficient
Histograms (DWCHs) to represent music content. Because
DWCHs can capture local and global physical characteristic of
music signal, it leads to better performance in terms of identifi-
cation accuracy. It is not hard to find out that the above schemes
were designed based on traditional speech processing para-
digm. Very limited studies consider how to integrate multiple
musical characteristics effectively. Motivated by this concern,
InMAF framework was proposed to produce high quality
musical signatures based on nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion [10]. The system can effectively combine multiple music
properties using a hybrid architecture, which contains PCA
and a multilayer perceptron neural network. The associated
learning process enables effective human musical perception
integration. The extensive experimental study illustrates its
various advantages using the existing multidimensional trees
based on three different test collections.
B. Multidimensional Access Methods
Recently similarity search based on feature is emerging as an
important approach in multimedia database systems [13]. Three
basic approaches to efficiently access high-dimensional data in-
clude 1) tree indexing structures, 2) data approximation, and 3)
dimensionality reduction.
1) Multidimensional Tree Indexing Structure: Existing
multidimensional tree indexing structures can be classified into
two broad categories based on the way the data is organized.
It includes Data Partitioning-based (DP) access methods and
Spatial Partition-based (SP) access methods. For DP-based ap-
proach, indexing structure contains a series of bounding regions
organized in a spatial containment structure. At the middle
levels, close bounding regions are recursively clustered within
larger bounding regions to form a hierarchical (tree) structure.
At the bottom levels, close data items are clustered into one
bounding region. The bounding regions may overlap each other.
Typical examples include K-D-trees [14], Quad-tree [15], Grid
files [16], and so on. On the other hand, in SP-based access
methods, the multidimensional feature space is recursively
divided into mutually disjoint subspaces. The tree structure can
be then constructed based on the hierarchy of partitions. The
indexing structures developed based on this principle include
TV-tree [17], X-tree [18], M-trees [19], and so on.
2) Data Approximation: To avoid the problems of tree-based
indexing structures, several other access methods, which are
based on special signature generation schemes to approximately
represent data objects, have been proposed. The basic idea for
those methods is to transform the dimensional feature points
into a single dimensional value. Such schemes can be treated
as special cases of dimensionality reduction which reduces the
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Fig. 1. System architecture for music search.
feature space to one dimension. The distance information be-
tween two feature points in the original space will hopefully be
approximately preserved in the transformed space. Then, clas-
sical indexing structures such as Tree can be applied for
efficient access [20]. To avoid the problems of tree-based in-
dexing structures, several other access methods, which are based
on special signature generation schemes to approximately rep-
resent data objects, have been proposed. The basic idea for those
methods is to transform the dimensional feature points into a
single dimensional value. Such schemes can be treated as spe-
cial cases of dimensionality reduction which reduces the feature
space to one dimension. The distance information between two
feature points in the original space will hopefully be approxi-
mately preserved in the transformed space. Then, classical in-
dexing structures such as Tree might be applied for efficient
access. Other classical examples include pyramid method [21],
VA files [22], iDistance [23], and Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) [24].
3) Dimension Reduction: While many multidimensional
indexing structures have been proposed and developed in
recent years, query processing over high dimensional data
is still inefficient due to the curse of dimensionality [25]. In
high dimensional feature space, computation cost to calcu-
late distance between object becomes very expensive. Due to
the difficulty of indexing very high-dimensional data space,
the general framework combining dimensionality reduction
scheme and an existing “high-dimensional” indexing scheme
is a feasible approach for accessing data objects. In the past
two decades, there has been considerable research work on
dimension reduction. The basic philosophy of these methods is
to discover transformation that can convert high-dimensional
vectors into lower-dimensional vectors, while minimizing
the loss of distance/similarity information from the original
high-dimensional space. In general, the existing dimension
reduction (DR) techniques can be classified into two main
categories: linear dimension reduction (LDR) and nonlinear
dimension reduction (NLDR). Due to space limitation, we can
not provide detail information about the state of the art for the
related techniques in this article. The information about those
existing methods has been extensively surveyed in [13], [26].
III. OVERVIEW OF THE INDEXING SCHEME
In this section, we present a new approach to deal with
different kinds of queries for music information retrieval. The
overall system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The four sets of
semantic features from raw music data can be extracted. Then
all the features are concatenated into a single high-dimensional
feature vector, and PCA is applied to convert the feature into a
new high-dimensional space, where the dimensions are sorted
by nonascending order of importance. Finally PCA transformed
features are feed into the tree.
A. Acoustic Feature Preprocessing
To represent music objects in the database, we need to ex-
tract the content information from the music files. Generally,
the lowest-level representation with which we are concerned is
the event: the pitch, onset, and duration of every note in a music
source is known. We can further analyze the content of music,
and extract the semantic features to represent music. They in-
clude timbre, rhythm, pitch and DWCHs and their detail infor-
mation can be found in [10].
1) PCA Based Dimensionality Reduction: After the feature
extraction, four different sets of acoustic features are obtained
and they include timbral texture (33-D), rhythmic content
(18-D), pitch feature (18-D) and DWCHs (47-D). Since single
feature does not provide rich enough information to represent
music, various kind of the acoustic features need to be combine
to represent overall characteristics of music objects. However,
the dimensionality of such feature vectors could be very high.
For example, it is totally 116-D, which can make the existing
indexing methods inefficient in term of time complexity of
searching due to dimensionality curse. Therefore, applying
dimension reduction techniques to eliminate the redundancy of
raw features is essential for achieving better scalability.
The PCA detects the variance structure in the target dataset
and then directions along which the data subspace exhibits high
variance can be determined. The effect of PCA preprocessing
relies on the data distribution very much. For example, it is dif-
ficult for PCA to identify which dimension is more important
from uniformly distributed dataset. This is because all the di-
mensions account for the almost same variances inside data.
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Fig. 2. QUC-tree Indexing Structure.
However, the dataset in real life applications is skewed in gen-
eral, and hence PCA can efficiently extract the important fea-
tures of the original dataset. From the music feature analysis re-
sults shown in [6], we can find that the acoustic features are very
skewed. Motivated by the dimensionality reduction approach in
the -tree [29], we are able to use lower dimensionality in the
upper level, while not affect the prune efficiency significantly in
the upper levels of the tree.
B. The QUC-Tree Indexing Structure
Handling high-dimensional data has been a long standing re-
search problem for database systems and information retrieval.
The proposed structure is designed based on two key observa-
tions. First, dimensionality reduction is an important technique
to deal with the dimensionality curse. When the dimensionality
is high, the overlap between different minimum bounding boxes
or hyperspheres becomes more serious. This can lead to low ef-
ficiency for search and indexing tree maintenance. Second, the
acoustic features can be sorted by the importance. Therefore,
dimensions with better discriminative power can be used for in-
dexing in the upper levels of the tree structure.
For the clarity of description, we assume each music is repre-
sented by a -dimensional point. After the PCA transformation,
the dimensions can be sorted by the nonascending order of im-
portance. The structure of QUC-tree is a height-balanced mul-
tiway tree as shown in Fig. 2, while we use lower dimensionality
in the upper levels. As the disk page size is fixed, the fan-out of
the tree increases from the root to leaf. In the QUC-tree, leaf
nodes store all indexed objects, whereas the internal nodes store
the information of sphere which covers the subtree.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the internal node for the QUC-tree
with three entries, i.e., subclusters. Each internal node contains
information of the sphere it covers at dimensions, where is
typically much less than , and each entry corresponds to infor-
mation of a child node. Each entry is a 4-tuple ,
where is the center of the child sphere, is the radius of the
subcluster, num is the number of points in the subcluster, and
ptr is a pointer to the next level node. The center and radius is
calculated based on the dimensions in the certain level. The
root node has the same structure as an internal node except that
it has to maintain additional information on the dataset. This is
captured as a triple header, where repre-
sents height of the tree, is a vector of size representing
the number of dimensions in each level (excluding the last level
Fig. 3. Structure of internal node.
Fig. 4. Ascertaining reduced dimensionality.
which stores the full dimensions of points), and eigenmatrix is
the eigenmatrix of dataset after the PCA preprocessing.
The full dimensionality is used in the leaf level of QUC-tree.
When the insertion introduces a new level of the tree, the di-
mensionality will be determined according to the dimension-
ality of current root node. Fig. 4 illustrates how to ascertain the
reduced dimensionality exploiting the cumulative variation of
a dataset. Because we sort the features according to the impor-
tance, the curve of cumulative variance represents that the
first dimensions capture more variance of the data. To differen-
tiate value of , the first derivative can be calculated. From
Fig. 4, we can find that for point , which
means that the importance of the dimensions after is
below average. And we select the first dimensions for the
new root node. If the new root node needs to be split further,
we compute the new reduced dimensionality based on the cur-
rent dimensions and the curve of variance . We have
in point , which means that the impor-
tance of the dimensions after is below average. There-
after, a new root with dimensions can be generated. This
process will continue if there is no more any root split.
As mentioned before, QUC-tree is designed based on
CF-tree. It differs from the -tree [29] and CF-tree [6] in four
ways. The first difference is that the QUC-tree is a disk resident
index structure with fixed node sizes, i.e., 4 K bytes in this
paper, while the -tree is memory resident with fixed fan-out.
In this study, the size of QUC-tree node is set to 4 K bytes.
Second, the -tree estimates the tree height in the initial stage
and determines the reduced dimensionality in each level, but
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the QUC-tree compute the number of dimensions using the
first derivative of the cumulative variant curve, which is more
dynamic and fits the data distribution. Third, the -tree is not
balanced because the top-down K-means clustering generates
clusters with different sizes, while the proposed QUC-tree is
height-balanced multiway tree, as the tree is built from bottom
up. In addition, both CF-tree and -tree don’t consider the
performance effect of the priority queue size, which could
be negative factor for efficiency improvement of tree based
multidimensional indexing structure. The priority queue is
an important data structure to facilitate search process. In the
worst case, its size could be the whole data set and performance
of indexing structure can be deteriorated greatly. To prevent
it, QUC-tree imposes a threshold th on the size of queue [30].
At the same time, the value is used to keep track of the
smallest distance related to the data objects discarded from the
queue.
1) The QUC-Tree Construction: The construction process is
very important for the performance of the QUC-tree. Algorithm
for building the QUC-tree is similar to that of M-tree. As one of
the basic steps for building QUC-tree, the detail information of
insertion procedure is summarized with the Algorithm 1 and 2.
The acoustic features can be extracted from the music object and
transformed into the PCA space using the eigenmatrix stored in
the root. After that, the insert algorithm recursively descends the
tree to locate the most suitable leaf for accommodating a new
object, also update the cluster information such as cluster size
and radius if necessary (lines 2–5). The basic rule to determine
the most suitable child is to descend the node with least enlarge-
ment. If multiple subtrees with this property exist, we choose the
one whose center is nearest to the new object. If the leaf node
is safe, we just insert the object into the leaf (line 7). However,
the insertion may trigger a split if the leaf is full and propagate
the split to the root.
The function shows how the split is conducted.
As any other dynamic balanced tree, QUC-tree follows a
bottom-up split strategy. When the node is overflowed, we
generate a new node in the same level, partition the entries
among these two nodes and post a new entry in the parent node.
When the root node splits, a new root level is introduced (lines
4–6). Note that, we reduce the dimensions in the new root using
the method described in Fig. 4. If the parent node is not a root,
we first try to insert the new entry into the parent node (line 8).
If the parent node is full, we further propagate the split to upper
level. Note that, when we split the node to form two entries in
parent level, i.e., and , we adopt the dimensionality
of the parent level or new root. The entry record such as cluster
center and radius are generated by evaluating the objects in




Output: : QUC-tree containing new point.
Description:
1: (eigenmatrix);
2: while is not a leaf node do
3: select the best suitable entry ;
4: update cluster information;
5: ;
6: if is not full then





Input: : Entry; : Tree node.
Description:
1: generate a new node ;
2: partition ;
3: if is root node then
4: compute reduced dimensions;
5: generate a new root node;
6: store E(p) and E (p’) in root;
7: els if is not full then
8: insert into ;
9: else
10: Split
2) KNN Query Processing: The KNN-search algorithm re-
trieves nearest neighbors of a query point. To measure dis-
tance, we use the Euclidean distance to determine the similarity
of objects. To facilitate KNN search, we employ two separate
data structures. The first is a priority queue that maintains en-
tries in nondescending order of distance. Each item in the queue
is an internal node of the QUC-tree. The second is the list of
KNN candidates. The distance between the -th NN candidate
and the query point is used to prune away points that are further
away.
The search procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3. In the
first stage, we initialize the priority queue, KNN list and the
pruning distance (lines 1–3). After that we transform the query
point from the original space to a new space by feature pro-
cessing (line 4). In line 5, we insert the root node into the pri-
ority queue as a start. After that, we repeat the operations in lines
7–16 until the queue is empty. We get the first item of the queue
which must be an internal node (line 7). For each child of the
node, we calculate the distance from to the subsphere (dis-
tance is computed with dimensions in the child level). If the
distance is shorter than the pruning distance, we do as follows. If
the child node is an internal node, it means that there is a further
partitioning of the space into subclusters, and we insert the node
into the queue (lines 10–11). Otherwise, the child must be a leaf
node, we access the real data points in the node and compute
their distances to the query point; points that are nearer to the
query point are then used to update the current KNN list (lines
12–15). The function Adjust() in line 16 updates the value of
pruning distance when necessary, which is always equal to the
distance between the query point and the -th nearest neighbor
candidate.
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Algorithm 3 KNNSearch






4: after feature processing;
5: ENQUEUE ;
6: while is not empty do
7: ;
8: for Each child element in node do
9: if then
10: if is an internal node then
11: ENQUEUE ;
12: else
13: for Each element in leaf do




This search algorithm is similar to other tree structures, such
as the M-tree [8]. The main difference is that the distance on re-
duced dimensions in the internal nodes is used for calculation.
Suppose that there are two points, and , in the dataset in the
original -dimensional space. Let and denote the trans-
formed points of on first and dimensions respectively
(after applying PCA), . and are sim-
ilarly defined. According to the property of PCA transformation,
we have , where de-
notes the distance between two points and . Thus, the distance
on lower dimensions is always the lower bound of the real dis-
tance, and the algorithm does not introduce any false negative
[29]. Furthermore, since we store the full dimensionality in the
leaf level, we can always get exact KNN in terms of the distance.
C. QUC -Tree: Learning Combination Weights
While the proposed QUC-tree can efficiently conduct KNN
search, it has a major limitation for music retrieval. Its assump-
tion that each type of acoustic features has equal contribution to
music recognition is not supported in human perception system.
This claim has been proved by recent study in music under-
standing [3], [11]. To achieve accurate MIR process, it is de-
sirable to give weights for various features. Based on this ob-
servation, we introduce two different schemes to estimate con-
tribution of different features via multivariate linear regression
automatically.
1) Combination Weight Estimation Based on Linear Regres-
sion: The goal of our approach is to apply linear and nonpara-
metric regression models to investigate the correlation between
distance of each feature type and closeness between two music
objects. The reason for using linear regression is because it can
provide faster and accurate estimation for parameter comparing
approach using least squares function [32]. The distance be-
tween two music items, DIST, can be present as a linear function
of distance for each acoustic feature in this model. Symbolically,
it could be written as follows:
(1)
where is the vector of weight coefficients
to be determined ( and denote timber, rhythm, pitch
and DWCHs feature individually) and
is the vector of independent distance value for each type
of feature. To determine the weight of (1), the multivariate
regression process can be applied. For training purpose,
training examples are selected from the database, and we
also have the distance values of similarity measurement
. In this study, the distance value
between two music is normalized to boolean value. For similar
pair of music items, the final distance is set to be 1 and oth-
erwise 0. For similarity evaluation, we can also define more
levels of similarity. However, we found 2 levels is simple
and yields good performance in this work. To obtain ground
truth, the music experts (human) provide domain knowledge to
determine whether two music objects are similar or not.
After determining the similarity between the pairs of training
data, a matrix can be obtained. Each row has five items
, i.e., the distance values taken by the
independent feature (timber, rhythm, pitch and DWCHs) and
is a boolean value representing the similarity. The
weights for four features can be estimated using multivariate
regression. The related equation can be written as follows:
(2)
2) Combination Weight Estimation Based on EM Algorithm:
As seen before, different kinds of features enjoy different im-
pacts on similarity measurement for MIR. Based on this obser-
vation, we also develop an algorithm for fusion weight estima-
tion using the Expectation Maximization (EM) principle. In the
initial step, the weights for different feature are set to random
numbers but sum of weights is equal to 1 (step 1). Algorithm 4
shows the detail procedure, whose input is training example set.
In E-step, an expectation of the data likelihood value is com-
puted based the latent variables (step 3–5). The goal of M-step
for the algorithm is to maximize the weight score combination
result (step 6–14). The algorithm will stop when difference be-
tween final score in two training rounds is less than the prede-
fined threshold . Then the weights will be output by the algo-
rithm. We will compare the performance of two different esti-
mation schemes in next section.
Algorithm 4 EM Based Algorithm to Determine Weights
of Distance Function
Input: : a labeled training example set.
Output: : weights for combination.
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Description:










11: if ( , where is predefined) then
12: Go back to step 3;
13: else
14: Return ;
IV. A PERFORMANCE STUDY
This section introduces a set of extensive experiments to eval-
uate the performance of the QUC-tree and QUC -tree. With the
results based on those carefully designed test cases, the superi-
ority of our method can be clearly demonstrated by comparing
with other competitive techniques.
A. Experimental Configuration
In this study, four different of data collections are used to
study query accuracy of different music signature generation
schemes [10]. Their detail information is as below,
• Dataset I is used for testing performance of different
methods on genre based similarity search. It contains 1000
music data items covering ten genres with 100 songs per
genre. This dataset was used in [12], [28]. Each item in
this collection belongs to exactly one of ten music genre
categories: Classical, Country, Dance, Hip-hop, Jazz,
Reggae, Metal, Blues and Pop.
• Dataset II is used for testing performance of music in-
dexing schemes on artist based similarity search. It con-
tains 1000 songs covering 20 different artists. This dataset
was constructed from the CD collection of the first author
and his friends. It includes ten male singers (such as Van
Morrison, Michael Jackson, Elton John, etc) and ten female
singers (such as Kylie Minogue, Madonna, Jennifer Lopez,
etc). Thus, there are 50 songs for each singer in dataset II.
• Dataset III is used for testing the performance of different
methods on instrument based similarity search. It contains
1000 sounds covering ten different solo instruments. Those
instruments include piano, guitar, violin, drum, clarinet,
saxophone, flute, fife, oboe and harp. There are 100 music
items for each instrument category.
TABLE II
QUERY ACCURACY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT INDEXING METHODS ON
VARIOUS SIMILARITY NOTIONS QUC -TREE-EM AND QUC -TREE-L
DENOTE QUC -TREE WITH WEIGHT ESTIMATION SCHEMES BASED ON EM
AND LINEAR REGRESSION. TYPE I, II AND II MEAN QUERY PROCESSING
CARRIED OUT WITH DATASET I, II AND II
TABLE III
QUERY ACCURACY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT INDEXING METHODS UNDER
DIFFERENT TRAINING COSTS AND THE TEST COLLECTION IS DATASET I.
QUC -TREE-EM AND QUC -TREE-L DENOTE QUC -TREE WITH WEIGHT
ESTIMATION SCHEMES BASED ON EM AND LINEAR REGRESSION
• Dataset IV is the enhanced version of Dataset I, containing
5000 different music objects. This dataset contains same
number of music genres as Dataset I does and includes 500
music each genre. This dataset is used for scalability study
in the Section IV-D.
The length of each music item in all three datasets is 30 s
and each item in those three datasets is stored as a 22050 Hz,
16 bit, mono audio file. For the fair comparison, we use the rest
of the data for performance evaluation. The disk page size is set
to 4k bytes. We compare the QUC-tree and QUC -tree with
other competitive schemes, which include IQ-tree [7], M-tree
[8], iDistance [9] and InMAF [10]. The number of nearest
neighbors is from ten to 50. Among those methods, InMAF is
the start-of-the-art technique for MIR.
The performance is measured in terms of query accuracy, the
average disk page access and the execution time for similarity
search over 100 different queries. All experiments were con-
ducted on Sun E450 machine with 450 MHz CPU. To evaluate
query accuracy, the concept of precision at is used
to evaluate query accuracy. The value of in the -nearest
neighbor similarity search was set to be 20 in this study. This
means that top 20 objects in result list were considered.
B. Performance on Query Accuracy
In the first experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach for content based music retrieval. We compare
query accuracy of the QUC-tree and QUC -tree with different
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Fig. 5. Comparison of KNN search efficiency in terms of retrieval time. (a) Disk I/O and (b) execution time.
TABLE IV
DIMENSIONALITY OF FEATURE VECTOR IN PCA TRANSFORMED SPACE WITH DIFFERENCE VARIANCES
Fig. 6. Comparisons of scalability with Dataset IV.
weight estimation schemes against other related methods. They
include InMAF+M-tree, IQ-tree, SA-tree, M-tree and iDistance.
For IQ-tree, M-tree, SA-tree and iDistance, the linear concate-
nation is applied to form 116-D feature vectors, which con-
tain four different kinds of musical features described in Sec-
tion III-A. The M-tree is used as multidimensional indexing
structure in InMAF M-tree to speed up retrieval process.
Table II clearly illustrates the superiority of our proposed
QUC -tree, which achieves at least 20% better accuracy under
different query contexts. It is shown that the QUC-tree, M-tree,
IQ-tree, SA-tree and iDistance yield very close precision rate.
The main reason behind is that the KNN search is conducted on
the same high-dimensional data. The weights of four different
acoustic features are configured to be equal and QUC-tree does
not consider contribution of various kinds of features. While the
PCA transformation is an important component of QUC-tree,
it does not affect the distance between music objects. InMAF
M-tree offers better performance, which is very close to re-
sults obtained using QUC -tree-L (QUC -tree with weight es-
timation based on linear regression) in terms of accuracy. How-
ever, when comparing to linear regression based approach ap-
plied in QUC -tree, the related training cost for neural net-
work based structure could be very expensive. From this, we
can see that QUC -tree-L enjoys big advantage over InMAF.
For QUC -tree-L, multivariate regression can be applied to es-
timate individual weight for each feature type. And hence it
can represent the human perception more effectively. In this
experiment, after the multivariate regression processing on the
training data, the weights of each feature can be configured as
. This feature weight is consistent with the
classification effectiveness of individual feature set shown in
[11], [12], [31], where the DWCHs feature plays the more im-
portant role, and followed by and
features. Another advantage of multivariate regression,
this scheme can be easily integrated into system to produce
superior quality query results. Moreover, we can observe that
on average QUC -tree-EM achieves a better performance than
QUC -tree-L. However, it could suffer from more expensive
training process because it is hard for EM based algorithm to
converge in some cases.
To further investigate how training cost for both linear
regression and EM based algorithm can influence final re-
trieval performance, we carried out another set of experimental
studies. The basic idea is to study query accuracies under
different training times. The experiment results are reported
in Table III. It demonstrates that EM based algorithm is more
expensive than the scheme using linear regression. On the other
hand, it indicates that although the EM based scheme can gain
improvement, the increase is very limited, which can be less
than 5%.
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Fig. 7. Effects of deletion and updating on music dataset. (a) Construction time and (b) Disk I/O.
C. Performance on Query Efficiency
Efficiency is very important factor for a MIR system. In this
section, we illustrate the behavior of our scheme under large size
of data. We evaluate QUC-tree against other methods using 1)
disk I/O cost; and 2) execution time.
Fig. 5 shows that our proposed QUC-tree and QUC -tree is
about 60% faster than other tree index structures. The QUC-tree
and QUC -tree yield similar performance because the related
tree structures are very similar. The weight tuning scheme does
not affect the retrieval efficiency significantly. Comparing to
other approaches, the QUC-trees has four advantages. First, the
number of nodes can be greatly reduced, as the music features
are skewed and PCA can capture the majority information by a
few dimensions. This claim can be proved via PCA data anal-
ysis of different music datasets and the related result is shown
in Table IV. It is shown that for Dataset I, the first 22 dimen-
sions in the PCA transformed space can capture 85% of data
variance. Moreover, 95% variance can be measured by the first
25 dimensions in the new multidimensional data space. Similar
conclusion can be obtained for other three datasets. Based on
above, QUC-tree and QUC -tree can effectively take the ad-
vantage of PCA rotation. Second, the internal nodes have much
larger fan-out, and hence the overlap between child nodes and
the number of points assessed are degraded dramatically. This
effect is same as the X-tree, which achieves this by increasing
the node size [33]. Third, the QUC-tree requires less CPU com-
putational cost, as they can access fewer points, i.e., less dis-
tance computation. Additionally, the low dimensionality in the
upper levels also reduces the CPU cost. Finally, the size of queue
for search in the QUC-tree is fixed and this can help prevent the
influence of the data distribution on query processing perfor-
mance.
Comparing with the iDistance, although the -tree struc-
ture of iDistance is very efficient, the iDistance incurs more dis-
tance computation and extra disk I/O cost than the QUC-trees.
This is because the search space size of iDistance is much larger.
Mapping high-dimensional data point to 1-D point loses too
much distance information, and is not as efficient in filtering
data points compared to the QUC-tree. Similarly IQ-tree uses
approximation quantization to reduce node access. Thus it suf-
fers the similar problem that it cannot prune the points effec-
tively. The main drawback for IQ-tree behavior is the use of
Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBRs), which introduce se-
rious overlaps in high-dimensional space. On the other hand,
the M-tree is a balanced multiway tree whose structure is similar
to the QUC-trees. It also suffers from the high dimensionality,
performing more than 50% worse than the QUC-trees. This is
mainly due to fact that QUC-trees consider dimensionality re-
duction and variance issue. For each music object, the record
size is 116 4 and it is 464 Bytes. The height of M-tree is 4
compared with only 3 levels for the QUC-trees. Therefore, re-
trieval process with the M-tree can result in more node visiting
and more distance computational cost.
D. Performance on Scalability
Scalability is another important performance issue for
modern MIR systems. This is because efficient storing and
processing of thousands of musical objects is basic requirement
for this kind of systems in modern age. To carry out scalability
study, we compare the performance of different methods under
the Dataset IV, which contains 5000 audio objects.
Fig. 6 shows the query accuracy with varying sizes of dataset
and this study mainly focuses on genre based query. It is
not hard to see that the QUC -tree yields better scalability
over other methods. When the data size is 5000, the accuracy
of the QUC -tree is 87% which is much higher than 70%
of other schemes. After multivariate regression for feature
weight tuning, it can represent the human perception more
effectively. Due to the space constraints, we omit the results
for response time and disk I/O. In all the cases, the QUC-tree
and QUC -tree perform 60% better averagely. For example,
the height of the M-tree is five levels for 5000 objects due to
the small fan-out, while the QUC-tree remains three levels, and
hence the performance gap is even widen.
E. Performance on Updates
Updating can result in a significant maintenance cost for final
performance of indexing methods. In this section, we inves-
tigate update and deletion performance of the QUC-tree and
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Fig. 8. Effects of deletion and updating on image dataset. (a) Construction time and (b) Disk I/O.
its variant using Dataset IV. To carry out the study, test data
is randomly selected from the music dataset regardless of the
data distribution in advance. The tree structure containing 2500
data is firstly built. Subsequently, up to 100% more new ob-
jects are inserted into the QUC-tree. The execution times of NN
search is recorded on the new datasets after 20% of newly in-
serted data. On the other hand, deletion test follows up similar
methodology. To carry out the experiment, NN search time after
deleting 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% data is recorded as metric.
Note that, the new points may degrade the effectiveness of PCA
in the QUC-tree, and hence reduce the query efficiency. The re-
lated results are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).
It is not hard to observe that the QUC-tree and QUC -tree
outperform the other tree structures due to its advanced archi-
tecture. They enjoy nearly superior performance and consis-
tently perform better by a wide margin for both deletion and
update procedure. It is the most efficient method for all dif-
ferent musical queries. This clearly demonstrates the superiority
of the proposed schemes. Second, as more points are inserted,
the performance of QUC-tree and QUC -tree degenerates as
the newly inserted data affect the precision of cluster eigen-
matrix. However, the degradation of performance is marginal.
More importantly, the accuracy is not affected—the QUC-tree
and QUC -tree may examine more nodes because of the rela-
tively larger radius. The results show the robustness of the pro-
posed methods with respect to updates in the sense that it can
take sufficiently large number of updates.
In the last experiment, we study the various indexing schemes
on the real life data sets. Instead of musical data, a test collec-
tion containing 11 000 images are used for this empirical study.
The features we considered include color (30-D), texture (33-D)
and shape (32-D). Fig. 8 shows performance of indexing struc-
ture proposed and other competitors. Once again, QUC-tree and
QUC -tree provide better performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While content-based information retrieval is emerging as a
promising technology for accessing music data objects, there
is a significant gap between end-user requirements and the
retrieval quality delivered by state-of-the-art techniques. In
this paper, we propose a new indexing framework for efficient
content-based music retrieval, named the QUC-tree and its
variants. To achieve good retrieval quality and superior ef-
ficiency, we adopted multiple musical features and integrate
query context information. Before the tree structure is built, we
use PCA to transform the feature space and sort the features
by nonascending order of importance. The QUC-tree is a
multilevel structure where each level represents the data space
at different dimensionality. At the same time, we also offer two
different estimation schemes to derive combination weights for
different features in distance function.
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